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ABSTRA Cf 
A taxonomy of tropical convective and stratiform vertical tructure is con tructed th rough clus ter ana ly-
sis of 3 yr of Tropical R ainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) "wa rm-season" (surface tempera ture greater 
than lO°e) preci pi ta tion rada r ( PR) ve rtica l profiles, their sur face rain fa ll , and associated rada r-based 
classifiers (convecti ve/stra ti fo rm and brightband existence). Twenty-five archetypa l profile types a re iden-
tified , including nine convective types, e ight strati form types, two mixed types, and six anvil/fragment type 
(nonprecipit<l ting anvils and shea red deep convective profi les). T hese profi le types are then hie ra rchica lly 
cl ustered into 10 similar families , which can be furthe r combined, providing an objective and physical 
reduction of the highly multiva ri a te PR da ta space th at re tains verti ca l structure in fo rmation. T he taxonomy 
allows for description of any sto rm or local convecti ve spectrum by the profi le types or fa milies. T he ana lysis 
provides a quasi-independent corrobora tion of the T RMM 2A23 convecti ve/stratiform classifica tion . T he 
global frequency of occurrence and contribution to ra in fa ll fo r the profile types a re presented, demonstra t-
ing primary rainfa ll contri bution by midlevel glacia ted convection (27%) and simila r depth decaying! 
stra tiform stages (28%-31 %). Profiles of these types exhibit similar 37- and 85-G Hz pass ive microwave 
brightness tempera ture but di ffe r grea tly in their frequency of occurrence and mean rain ra tes, underscor-
ing the importa nce to passive microwave rain retrieval of convecti ve/strati fo rm discrimina tion by other 
means, such as pola riza tion or tex ture techniques, o r incorpo ra tion of lightning observations. Close corre-
pondence is found be tween deep convecti ve profile freq uency and annua lized lightning production, and 
pixel-level lightn ing occu rrence like lihood directl y tracks the estimated mean ice wa ter pa th wi thin profile 
types. 
1. Introduction These regimes are often described by differences in the 
rea lized loca l convective spectra and measured by vari -
ous metrics of convective intensity, depth , areal cover-
age, and rainfa lL These traditional metrics, when de-
rived from radar refl ectivity, typicall y involve reduced, 
scalar quanti ties thought to be important to convective 
dynami cs : maximum radar refl ectiv ity, cloud -top 
height, 30-35-dBZ echo top height, rain rate, etc. Ind i-
vidually, these metrics may be deficient, as their inter-
pretation is often nonunique (the same metric value 
may signify different physics in different storm realiza-
tions or stages of storm evolution). Such metries also 
fa il to capture the coherence and interrelationships 
available in full vertical structure information available 
fro m volumetric radar datasets, although nonparamet-
ric analysis of their distributions may still be informa-
tive (Petersen and Rutledge 2001). Alternative means 
of data reduction that seek to preserve the info rmation 
It is widely held that identifiable convective regimes 
exist in nature, although preci e definitions of these are 
elusive. Examples span spati al and temporal scales, and 
include land-ocean distinctions (Zipser 1994), break/ 
monsoon behavior (Rutledge et aL 1992; Williams et aL 
1992), seasonal diffe rences in the A mazon (Williams et 
at. 2002), and phases of the MaddeD- Julian 0 cillation 
(DeMott and Rutledge 1998b; Anyamba et aL 2000) 
and of tropical easterly waves (Petersen et at. 2003). 
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conte nt of hydrometeor ver ti ca l structure may thu be 
warranted. 
One a lterna ti ve ap proach is the di covery of nat ura l 
pa rtiti ons of vertical structure in a globa ll y re pre e nta-
tive dataset, or "arche typa l" reflectivity profiles . A 
simple profile separat ion was performed by Liu and Fu 
(2001) and Fu and Li u (2001) using empirica l orthogo-
nal functions (EOFs), and L 'Ecuyer et a l. (2004) have 
tudied ra infa ll relatio nship to vert ica l tructure u ing a 
classification technique. In thi s paper, such a discove ry 
i in tead accompli hed thro ugh clu te r ana lys i of a 
very large ample [0(106)] of Tropica l R a in fa ll Mea-
suring M issio n (TRMM) precipitat io n radar (PR) re-
flect ivity co lumns. T he ra in -conditiona l and unco ndi-
t iona l di tributions of arche typal profi le type freque n-
cie a t a g iven locatio n a nd /o r season pro vide a 
de cription of the loca l convecti ve spectrum tha t re ta ins 
vertical structure in fo rmation. Such a taxonomy of pro-
fi le types a lso a lJ ows eva lua ti on of which verti ca l struc-
tures are most important to global ra infa ll and provides 
a po ible link between empirica l convective observa-
tions and related latent heating profiles (since synthe tic 
radar reflecti vity profil es are a feas ible output of many 
clo ud-re o lving mode ls (CRM )]. T his link may be 
cri tica l in o bjective approache to data assimil ation of 
conv ctive observations into fo recast mode ls. Such a 
taxonomy a lso a llow eva luation of the non uniq ue ness 
inh erent in convective observables that onl y impl icitly 
contain , or integrate over, ver ti ca l structure info rma-
tion, such as passive microwave brightness temp rature 
or lightning fla h ra te . T his nonuniqueness problem 
may be quite important, as globa l vo lumetric radar ob-
erva tions are rare [the TRMM PR, and po sib ly a fu -
ture ational Aerona utics and Space Administration 
(NASA) G loba l Precipita tio n Mis io n] , whil e opera-
ti ona l pass ive microwave observat io ns are ava il able 
from a constell a tion of platforms, and lightning obser-
vations are availa ble from a va ri e ty of ground-ba ed 
and , potenti a ll y, space-based platforms. The TRMM 
PR volumetric data thus forms a na tural nexu through 
which to coup le convective theory, mode ls, and obser-
vations, with ultimate appli cation to more common o r 
co t-effective (albeit po te nti a ll y lowe r info rmation con-
te nt) satellite-based observa ti on . 
This first pape r in a se ries estab lishes, through cluster 
analysis, an o bjective, orelina ll y ranked and hierarchi-
ca ll y cluste red classifica ti on of radar vertical profiles. 
The clas ification is used to illustra te regiona l differ-
e nces in annualized ra in -conditiona l and unconditiona l 
convective spectra. The cia ifica tion i then u eel to 
examine the profile types ' freq ue ncy of occurrence and 
contributio n to tropica l rain fa ll , as well as the ir passive 
microwave and lightning propert ies. Subsequent stud-
ie will address regiona l and ea o nal variab ility in 
these profile spectra , passive microwave vertica l struc-
ture diagnos is, and rainfall estimatio n errors a a func-
tion of ve rtica l structure, torm feat ure decompo ition 
into cell s u ing the profil e classifica ti on, and o bj ective 
classification of local convective regimes. 
2. Scope and methodology 
o. Philosophy 
A no nhierarchica l cluster ana ly is simply answer the 
que t ion: Given a set n of p-parameter descriptions of 
indi vid ua l cases o r insta nces, find k natura l clusters, o r 
partition , of the e cases in the p-space T he number of 
clu te rs requested , k, is a rbitrary anel must be pre-
cribed, a ltho ugh ite ra tive examin ation of a nalyses 
while varying k can often revea l when too few or too 
many clusters a re ought. In the case of clustering re-
fl ectivity profil es, a reasonable goa l i eparation into 
clusters that appear to indica te d ifferent convective o r 
microphy ical states . In this study, cluster ana lysis is 
used as an empirica l, quasi-objective means of multi-
va ri a te data reduction (TRMM PR data are highl y mu l-
tivaria te , including reflectivity at 80 vertical levels, sur-
face ra in fa ll estimates, convective/ tratifo rm and bright 
band classifie rs, e tc.). From fi e ld ex perience , we know 
that the radar reflectivity ver tica l pro fil e spectrum (in a 
highl y mul tid ime nsiona l data pace) does no t consist of 
cl eanl y epa rated , spherica l clusters (e.g. , as a biologica l 
pecies data space might). R athe r, it con ists of a con-
tinuo u eque nce of deeper and mo re intense profiles, 
with po sible frequency " bumps" (i.e. , weak modes) 
corresponding to physically distinct warm ra in profi les, 
glaciated midlevel profil e , and deep convective pro-
file, more o r less monotonica ll y declining in frequency, 
and a pa ra ll e l bra nch of decay ing stratiform types. Tra-
diti ona ll y, r ule-based (and often uni variate) techniq ues 
are used to partition (reduce) convective data spaces 
for ubseq ue nt analysis (e.g. , rada r echo tops deepe r 
th an altitude X or brightness tempe rature colde r than 
te mpera ture Y ). We posit that a more robust and physi-
ca ll y meaningful data pace reduction can be accom-
plished thro ugh cluster ana lysi of highl y multivariate 
data. 
With no a priori expectati on of spherica l data clus-
ters, th e appli cation of cluste r analys is to vertical rada r 
da ta is thus philosophica lly a sea rch for a useful data 
pace reduction . T here is thus a ls no objectively "op-
tim a l" clus ter a nalysis des ign ( uch as cho ice and 
weighting of input parameters, e lection of distance 
metrics, specification of the number of cluster sought, 
etc.)-or indeed any objective means of as essing "op-
tima lity." A with other technique u ed fo r data re-
L 
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duction or modeling (e.g., specifica ti o n of windowing 
parameter in spectra l analysis, o r bas is functi ons in 
nonlinear regress ion) , the model design is ultimate ly 
subjective (a lthough guided by expert opinion), and 
success i qu alitat ive ly ga uged by th e co here nce 
and usefuln e of tbe re ults. However, we ugge t that 
cienti fic analysis of convecti ve observa ti ons u ing a 
model derived from highl y multi vari ate data is ig-
nifica ntl y less sensiti ve to subj ective expert opini on 
than, fo r example, analysis using univaria te rul es . In 
this study, we furth er mitiga te subj ectivity in the model 
de ign by eeking more radar profil e types (clu te r ) 
than would be likely u ed in analy i and objecti vely 
gro uping these into re lated families of type (using a 
seconda ry, hi erarchical clu te r analys is). U ltim ate ly, 
the succe s of the technique must be (and is) gauged 
ubjecti vely by the consi tency of the class ifica ti on in 
actual torm scene and the consistency of regional con-
vecti ve spectrum vari ati on with our a priori expecta-
tions. 
T he me th o dology empl oyed he re (profil e-l eve l 
analysis, discre ti zed by TRMM PR 4-km di amete r ver-
tical columns) also places the result and conclu ions 
within a specific context. Part of this context is drive n 
by our inte re t in and focus on improving pixe l- ca le 
retrieval of phy ica l quantitie from orbita l ensors (ra-
da r, pass iv microwave, and lightning). Inferences from 
the e re ult related to convecti ve physic must be in -
terpre ted within thi s context . R e ults fro m glo ba l 
analyses at "storm " (precipi ta tion fea ture) sca le ( es-
bitt e t a l. 2000; Toracinta e t a l. 2002; Cecil e t a l. 2005) 
pro vide a complementa ry view of the tropical convec-
tive spectrum. Succes ful ta tisti ca l analysi of global 
radar da ta at sca les be tween the pixel and storm scales 
(i.e ., the "cell " scale) ha yet to be achieved, a lthough 
we note that obj ective class ifica ti on of pixel-level pro-
file types m ay be a useful too l in eventual obj ecti ve 
cell -sca le deco mposition. 
b. D ata sources 
In addition to the precJpJta ti on radar , the TRMM 
platform ho ts a pa sive microwave (PM) sen or (the 
TRMM Microwave Imager (TMI)], observing at fre-
quencies including 10, 19, 21, 37, and 5 GHz, and an 
optica ll y based to tal (intracioud and cloud-to-ground) 
ligh tning imager (the Lightning Imaging Sen or (LIS)]. 
The PR pixel reso lutio n at nadir i 4.3 km ; TMI pixel 
re o luti on at 85 and 37 GHz is approximately 7 km X 5 
km and 16 km X 9 km , respective ly (a lthough there are 
gap be tween adjacent TMI scans), and LIS reso lutio n 
varies from 4 to 10 km across the PR swath portion of 
its fi e ld of view [the T MI/PR pixe l sa mpling can be seen 
in Fig. 11 of H ong et a l. (1999)]. t T he LIS ha a diur-
na ll y varying detectio n efficiency of 73 %-93 % (Boc-
cippio et a l. 2002) and medi an dwell time of 83 , cor-
responding to an abili ty to d tect lightning occurrence 
if fl as h ra te exceed approximate ly 1 fl a h (fl ) min - I 
The TMI and LIS wa th both encompa the much 
smaller PR swath . 
The PR and TMI pixe l data are taken from the 
TRMM 1Z99 data e t [lZ99 is a new TRMM product, 
a lso refe rred to as the "U ni ve rsity of U tah TRMM Pre-
cipita ti on Fea ture D ataset" ( esbitt et al. 2000)]. The 
TMI pixe l closes t to each PR column is ide nti fied. 
Lightning da ta fro m the LIS v4.1 product a re used; 
li ghtning f1 a h and "a rea" (loosely, thunderstorm ce ll ) 
radiance-weighted optica l centroids a re a lso paired to 
PR pixe l . Cia est prior 6-ho url y a tional Center fo r 
E nvironmenta l Pred icti on- a tional Center for A tmo-
spheric R e ea rch ( CEP- CAR) rea naly is (Kalnay 
et al. 1996) data are al 0 pa ired to each pixel. 
c. Methodology overview 
Identifi ca ti o n of radar ve rti ca l profile types, and 
fa mjlies of type , is accompli shed in three stages. F ir t, 
in the training phase, a " fl a t" (nonhie ra rchica l) cluste r 
analy i is perfo rmed on a sub et of TRMM PR verti ca l 
profil es , using 47 obse rva ti ons for each profile, and 
seeking 25 clusters. This analys i ident ifies th e 47-
dimensional centroids of the di tinct cluste rs . A imila r 
cluster analys is approach wa recentl y applied to tropi -
ca l sounding da ta to di cover a rche typal sounding types 
(Lucas and Zip er 2000) . ex t, in the fu ll classif ication 
phase, 3 yr of TRMM PR profil e a re classified ba ed 
on the ir proximi ty to these centroids, and the mean 
radar, PM, and li ghtning propertie of profi le in each 
of the 25 cl uste r are recorded. Finally, in the taxonomy 
construction phase, these mea ns (which include the 
original centro ids) are u ed a the descri ptors in a fur-
ther hi e rarchical cluste r analysis of the 25 types into 
similar fa mili e . Thu , rada r-onl y measure ments a re 
used fo r primary profil e classification, while radar, PM, 
and li ghtning measurement a re used fo r interpretation 
(i.e ., the taxonomy con truction tas k of naming, rank-
ing, and further aggrega tion of the profiles) . The PM 
and lightn ing da ta were not used in th e primary cia si-
fication it e lf as we desire a scheme tha t ca n opera te on 
any volumetric radar da taset (o rbita l, suborbi tal, o r 
ground based) , regardle of the ava il ability of concur-
rent PM and lightning obse rva tions. 
1 Readers are cautioned to consider these issue of sensor reso-
lution, undersampl ing, v iewi ng angle, and paral lax correction 
when interpreting conclusion drawn from " concurrent" multisen-
sor mea urements presented below. 
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d. Data filtering and preprocessing 
Some filteri ng and preproce sing of TRMM PR pro-
file i performed prior to inelu ion in the primary elu -
ter analysis. First, onl y "warm-season " radar reflectivity 
profi les are considered, specifica ll y th o e that occur 
when the near-surface a tmosphe ri c temperature To > 
100e. CEP reanalysis urface data are used to e ti-
mate this criterion fo r each PR column. While arb i-
trary, th e warm- eason restr iction 1) he lps exc lude 
heavi ly sheared reflectivity profiles from trongly baro-
clinic winte r systems, since thi ana ly i is primarily lo-
cally vertica l, and 2) h Ip preserve meaningfulness and 
consistency of vertical profile reflecti vity data a t low 
levels in the a tmosp here, si nce th analy i is per-
for med us ing temperature as a ver tical coordin ate 
(aga in using CEP reanaly i data) rather than the na-
tive PR vertical coord inate altitude. During winter sea-
son , a significant number of PR column in midlat i-
tude thu remain unclassified after the cluster ana lysis 
(22.3% of the total sample) . 
Second, o nl y PR columns that participate in TRMM 
1Z99 precipitation fea tures ( esb itt et a l. 2000) are 
considered. 1Z99 precipitation feat ures are collections 
of contiguo u PR columns that are e ither precipitating 
or that exh ibit TMI passive microwave ice-sca ttering 
signatures (hence adjacent high-reflectivity , nonpre-
cipitati ng anvi l overhang may be included). A noise 
filter i applied to co lumns suspected of containing spu-
rious high reflectivity va lues aloft? ote that no feat ure 
minimum size criterion such as that used by Toracinta 
e t al. (2002) ha been applied to the data in thi stud y. 
Since the 47 inputs (de cribed below) span different 
dynamic ranges and are in different (o r no) un its, they 
are a ll standardized to have zero mea n and unit vari-
ance. 
e. Training phase 
During the training phase, a ubset of a ll PR columns 
from December 1997 to November 2000 (2.5% ran-
domly ubsampled; 3.2 mill ion column ) are used to 
identify the p-dimensiona l centroid of the profile clus-
ters. Only co lumns pas ing the T" crite rion and nea r 
nadir (i.e., fro m PR rays 10-39) are u ed for cluster 
centroid identification, thu guarding aga inst contami -
nation by re o lu tion issues, off-nad ir viewing nea r the 
corners of the PR wath, and nonsta tionarity across the 
swath in some of the input parameters. 
2 Specifically, reflectivities greater than 25 d8Z in the original 
SO-level PR data. which also differ by more th an 5 d8Z from both 
adjacent levels, are considered noise, rejected, and replaced by 
the average of the adjacent levels. 
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FIG. 1. Relative weights assigned to reflectivity at each input 
temperature level in the cluster analysis. 
R adar reflectivity va lues (in dBZ units) a t vario u 
temperature levels make up 40 of the p = 47 multipa-
rameter de criptors for each column , taken from the 
TRMM 2A25 product (Iguchi et al. 2000). The chosen 
temperature levels, and relative weights l' a signed to 
them, are shown in Fig. 1. The distribution of tempera-
ture leve ls selected a input , and their weights, refl ects 
o ur emphasis on radar mea urement most likely to 
revea l signi ficant kinematic or microphysical differ-
ences, specificall y, near the melting level and in the 
lower mi xed phase level of torms. An ar tificial value 
of 0 dBZ is assigned to levels without radar echo, or 
with reflectivities less than the nomina l 17-dBZ PR 
thre hold. Thi value, while arbitrary, i ufficiently re-
moved from the 17-dBZ threshold to implicitly strongly 
weight occurrence versus nonoccurrence at a given 
te mpera ture leve l, while still all owing the dynamic 
range of reflectivity when echoes do occur (approxi-
mately 17-65 dBZ) to contribute information. In ca e 
where any specified input temperature level i warmer 
than the loca l Trl' the lowest a ltitude reflectivity va lue is 
simply "copied down" the temperature profile, ensur-
ing consistent behavior acro s a wide dynamic range of 
possible surface temperature and altitude. Since inclu-
sion of nonph ysical data ha obvious drawbacks, we 
ignifica ntl y underwe ight the warmes t temperature 
level inputs in the cluster ana lysis; thi s also mitigate 
systematic bia that might be incurred by u e of path 
integrated attenuation (PIA)-corrected reflectivity pro-
files fro m the 2A25 data et (Iguchi et al. 2000; Me-
neghini e t a l. 2000). To off e t thi low- level under-
weighting, we include an add itional input, the TRMM 
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2A25 version 4 a lgo rithm estimated surface ra infa ll , 
overweighted ('Y = 2.0). The wide dynamic range of thi s 
input further increases its effecti ve weight in the cluster 
ana lysis. 
T he remaining six in puts are TRMM 2A23 ra infa ll 
c1as ifiers: binary " is convecti ve" and " is stratifo rm " 
fl ags, bo th we ighted 'Y = 0.5, the ir respecti ve confi-
dence levels (ranked o rdin all y from 0- 9 and weighted 'Y 
= 0.025) , a binary " is o ther" fl ag (mostly corresponding 
to " anvil," reflecti vity-a loft pro fil es), weighted 'Y = 0.5 , 
and a binary " possibly has bri ght band" fl ag, weighted 
'Y = 1.5. It is important to note that the 2A23 convec-
tive/stratiform classification cheme considers both ver-
tical tructure and horizontal vari ability; thu some spa-
tial vari ance information is used to nudge the o therwise 
pure ly ver tica l column class ifica ti on. H owever, since 
the 2A23 cla sifie rs comprise onl y 5 of the 47 inputs and 
are underweighted, the primary convecti ve/stra ti form 
separation in the analysi deri ves directl y from the ver-
tica l profiles themselves . 
For the flat (nonhierarchica l) cluster centroid identi-
fica tion, the Interacti ve D ata Language (IDL) CLUS-
TER_ WT ro utine is em ployed; thi s identifies cen-
troid in the very large da taset via a (user transparent) 
neural-ne twork-based optimiza tion engine. This rou-
tine assum es spherical cluster in the standardized data 
space (although our weighting of o me parameters pro-
vides orne e llipticity) and u e E uclidean di ta nce a a 
dis tance metri c. We cons ider the assum ption of sphe-
ri city to be irre leva nt as the underl ying data themselves 
are at best wea kl y modal rather than true clusters (see 
discus ion above). T he technique impl y prov ide a 
mea n of identifyi ng data-d ri ve n multidim e nsiona l 
boundari es within the data space. 
A nalyses were attempted eek ing k = 2, 3, . . . 40 
clu ter ; k = 25 yie lded a reasonable trade-off between 
identification of " prim ary" profil e types witho ut an 
overabund ance of cluste rs co nsisting of ve ry ra re/ 
anomalous profil es? Since anomalous profil es tend to 
be ve ry fa r removed in the p = 47 space, it is important 
to give the analy i the freedom to cluster the m during 
the tra ining ph ase, thus allowing ph ysicall y important 
and distinct but multidimensio nall y more proximal 
profile types to still be iso la ted. While the fina l se lec-
tio n of k = 25 was mo tl y subjective, this subj ectivity is 
3 We are bounded at the high end of k by the size of the training 
sample; for k larger than 25 , "ou tl ier" cl usters contained too few 
ca e to yield coherent mean propert ies. For k lower than 25, 
several clusters clea rl y consisted of " composi tes" of c1u tel's with 
visually distinct vertical st ructure in the k = 25 run. T here is 
nothing intrinsical ly mea ningfu l about k = 25, i t simply " works" 
for the elected set of input parameter and training sample size. 
mitigated by our eventual aggregation of the e cl usters 
into related fa milies during the taxo nomy construction 
pha e; that is, more clusters are identifi ed than will ac-
tua lly be used for scientific analys is. 
T here are thus three subjective factors in thi s analy-
sis: the paramete rs se l cted as in puts, the weights as-
signed to those para meters, and the fina l number of 
clusters sought. During the explora tory ph ase of the 
study, these were varied in a trial-and-error fas hion us-
ing the probability distri butions of th re ul ta nt reflec-
ti vity profil e clusters fo r asses ment. 0 objective opti -
miza tion criteria (o ther than convergence of the itera-
ti ve cluste r analy i.s a lgo rithm itse lf) were appli ed to the 
experimental de ign; the goal was to crea te aver atil e 
and u eful too l for partitioning the highl y mul tiva riate 
in put parameter space, ra the r than one optimized fo r a 
pecific applica tion, fo r exa mple, surface ra infa ll re-
tri eva l. 
f Full classification phase 
Durin g th e f ull c lass if ica ti o n ph ase , t he 47-
dimensional centroids a re used to classify a fu ll 3-yr 
(D ecember 1997- ovember 2000) datase t (212.5 mil -
lion co lumns) . During this ph ase, the o ute rmost PR 
ray are included; we thus implici tly tole rate some off-
nad ir classificat ion error in the final analy es , so long as 
th e cluster centroids themselves a re robust. T he IDL 
CLUSTER ro utine is used; it simply classifie each pro-
file based on its E uclidean di ta nce to the nearest of the 
25 cen troids fo und during the tra ining phase. The pri-
mary clu ter fo und during the tra ining phase and their 
properti es computed during the full classification phase 
a re presen ted in section 3a . 
g. Taxonomy construction ph.ase 
Ass ignment into 1 of 25 arb itrari ly num bered profil 
clusters is arguab ly not a signifi cant im provement over 
47 input pa ramete r , or approximate ly 90 raw observa-
tions and derived parameters. To be useful as a means 
of data reducti on, the clusters need to be qualita tively 
interpre table, carry meaningful name , ex i t in some 
sort of grouping or ordin al ranking re lati ve to each 
other, and be capable of be ing consolidated into fewer, 
broader (bu t still ph y ica ll y meaningful ) categori es . As 
will be seen below, many of the clusters ex hibit readil y 
recogniza ble verti ca l structures, such a a seri es of in-
creasingly dee per convecti ve types, stra tifo rm types, 
and anvil types. H owever, severa l are ambiguous, and it 
is not readil y apparent where they ex ist in relat ion to 
the o th rs in the 47-parameter da ta space. 
To construct a cluster-naming scheme, we perform a 
second cluster analysis on the mean properti es of pro-
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fi les in the clu ters themselves. These mean properties 
include the original 47-parameter centroids and ob-
servations not included in the training phase. The e 
latter inc lude th e median 17-dBZ echo top te m-
perature, the mean area and weighted area (defined 
below) of precipitation fea tures in which profiles of 
each type occur, the mean TRMM TMI 85-GHz polar-
ization-corrected temperature (PCT), mean PM 37-
GHz PCT, mean 37-85-GHz depression, the likelihood 
that profile of this type occur anywhere in a thunder-
torm complex, and the likelihood that a thunderstorm 
center ("area") or lightning flash observed by the 
TRMM LIS occurs within 5, 10, and 15 km of profiles of 
each type. 
With onl y 25 data obj ects to be clustered, a hierar-
chical clu tering is feas ible. Agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering was performed in the R statistical program-
ming language. A number of different di tance metrics 
(Euclid ea n and Manha ttan) and linkage schemes 
(single, average, complete, weighted, and Ward) were 
te ted, all yie lding essentially the same results (assessed 
by inspecting standard dendrograms); the design se-
lected for use was Euclidean distance with complete 
linkage. As will be shown in section 3b, the lowest-level 
pairs in this clustering are visually and physically similar 
profile types that aggregate in physically meaningful 
ways. A 3-4 character naming cherne was constructed 
in which the first letter denote the primary profi le class 
[convective (C) , stratiform (S) , mixed (M), or anvil 
(A)] , and the econd numeral denotes relative depth of 
the profile [1 for warm (tops near or wanner than O°C), 
2 for midlevel (tops in the mixed-phase region), 3 for 
deep (tops above the mixed-phase region) , 4 for deep/ 
near-tropopause depth]. The third letter and fo urth 
numera l denote ubtype of this family within the den-
drogram. Thu , fo r example, 51b denotes warm (1) 
stratiform (S), of SUbtype b, while C3 denotes deep 
(3) convective (C) of subtype a 2' A colo? coding scheme 
was constructed to visuall y represent the clusters , 
in which convective profiles carry warm colors [varying 
with depth from purple (warm) to yellow (midlevel) 
to orange (deep) to red (very deep)], stratiform and 
mixed profiles take on cool color [from blue (warm) to 
cyan (mid) to green (deep) to yellow-green (deep/ 
mixed). Low-precipitation Sand M vari ants have 
darker shades of the same hue, and anvil profiles have 
gray shades4 
4 A byte-coding scheme was also devised to encode profile type 
for storage based on its location in the hierarchical clustering 
dendrogram , with most to least significant bits corre ponding to 
successive branch "decisions" down the cluster tree. 
3. Cluster analysis results 
a. Primary profile types 
The results of the full classification phase are shown 
in Figs . 2-4. Each cluster's plot shows the conditional 
frequency distribution of reflectivity at each tempera-
ture level. Characteri stic values of three of the seven 
nonrefl ectivity descriptors are included (the percentage 
in each cluster classified by 2A23 as tratiform and con-
vective, and as "bright band possible or certain"). In 14 
of the 17 C and S series profiles, agreement with the 
TRMM 2A23 convective/stratiform classification ex-
ceeds 90%. Since the 2A23 classifiers make up only a 
few, strongly underweighted inputs to the cluster analy-
sis, this can be seen a a quasi-independent corrobora-
tion of the 2A23 classification algorithm (section 2). 
The rationale for the names given to each type will be 
presented below, although imp Ie vi ual inspection of 
the refl ectivity distributions conveys much. Within the 
convecti ve C profi les, the C1 family corresponds to 
warm convective profiles (Cl ) and warm convective 
profi les with 17-dBZ echo tops colder than O°C but 
little evidence of mixed-phase growth (C l b) (or at least, 
little contribution from mixed-phase growth profile 
rainfall ). The C2 "midlevel" fa mily of convective pro-
files exJ,ibits mixed-phase growth with tops from ap-
proximately - 5° to - 25°C (C2 ) and -20° to -40°C 
(C2 ). The C3 fami ly is clearly "deep " and will be b 
loosely termed "garden variety" deep convective. The 
C4 family consists of two unique types; C4 a is not the 
deepest profile type (indeed, it is slightly hallower than 
C3.) but has the highest surface reflectivity and very 
high reflectivity in the mixed-phase region, with much 
Jess of an abrupt reflectivity decline at temperatures 
colder than O°C than the other profiles (it lacks the 
"inflection point" at - 10° to - 15°C seen in other deep 
C profiles) . We will loosely refer to this as the "wet 
growth " deep profile, an interpretation that will be cor-
roborated by its prevalence in midlatitude and meso-
scale convective system (MCS)-prone regions (section 
5, below). Profile C4b exhibits very cold tops, approxi-
mately corresponding to tropical tropopause tempera-
tures. This profile is thus loosely termed "deep tropi-
cal. " 
A n interesting feature of the convective profi.le clus-
ters is that they strongly suggest that significant regions 
of the data space are statistically "off limits" in nature. 
For example, convective profiles with echo tops near 
-40°C imply a fairly narrow range of "allowable" re-
flectivities lower in the profiles. This can be seen as 
"good news" for estimation of reflectivity values from 
CRMs, cros -comparison between CRMs and observa-
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tions, validation of CRM physical fidelity, or estimation 
of precipitation ice and precipitation water conten t 
from observed reflectivities using CRMs as guidance. 
ficult to ordinally rank based only on visual inspection. 
The SI family includes what appears to be shallow stra-
tocumulus (SI) and stratiform rain with tops at DoC but 
infrequent bright band SI .. The S2 family includes The stratiform S and mixed M profiles are more dif-
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FIG. 4. Temperature- reflectivity frequency distributions: anvil/ [Tagment (A) seri es profile clusters. 
mjdlevel stratiform with bright band, with depths sug-
ge ting occurre nce as decaying stages of iso lated 
rnidlevel profiles, as components of weak, loosely orga-
nized oceanic system , or as the rearmost- trailing re-
gions of MCS stratiform precipita tion; we term thi s 
family "garden vari e ty cold stra tifo rm." The S3 fam il y, 
altern atively, includes deep, low precipitation variants 
(S3 , S3 ), resembling MCS transition zones, and a deep, 
high pl~ecipitation profile (S3
b
) ' similar to the leading 
regions of MCS stratiform pre~ipita tion . The M3 mixed 
profil es are more ambiguous; both are more often clas-
sified by 2A23 as stratifor m than as convecti ve but have 
rela tive ly low incide nce of bright ba nd. As will be 
shown below, they share many simjlariti es with S3 pro-
fi les, and together S3 and M3 are loosely termed "MCS 
stratiform. " Whi le the interpretation of M3 profiles is 
unclear, we note that they nonetheless exhibi t a narrow 
range of reflectivities along their profi les and do appear 
to comprise distinct classes of profiles. 
T he six anvil A types are comparative ly rare and in -
clude purely aloft anvil , overhanging anvils, and frag-
ments of sheared convective or stra tiform profiles along 
the edges of precipitation features . 
Additional radar, pass ive microwave, and lightning 
characte ristics are shown in Tables 1 and 2 (character-
istics of rare A types are not reported , for brevity). The 
add itional radar parameters are shown in bubble plots 
in Fig. 5. In Fig. Sa, each type' median surface reflec-
tivity is plotted against its median echo top temperature 
(bubble size here denotes the type's contribution to 
total rainfall). The ordering of convective, mixed, deep 
stra tiform and midlevel stratiform pairs is loosely remi -
ni cent of a "growth/decay" sequence, adding confi-
dence to the naming convention. 
In Fig. Sb, the mean area of lZ99 precipitation fea-
tures conta ining at least one profile of the specified 
type (each fea ture area is counted once if a profi le oc-
curs anywhere in it) and the weighted mean area of 
l Z99 precipitation feat ures contai ning the pecified 
profiles (each fea ture area is counted the number of 
times the profile is found within it) are plotted (bubble 
size here denotes each profile 's total frequency of oc-
currence). As expected, the deeper and more inten e 
profiles te nd to occur in larger features. The weighted 
mean area metric provides add itional information: it 
peak for midlevel profiles , both convective and stra ti-
form, suggesting that when features containing these 
profile types occur, the types compri e significant frac-
tions of the features themselves. This observation is 
important, as midlevel convective and stratiform pro-
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TABLE 1. Characteristics o f the convective (C) famil y profile clu ters. Echo tops and urface reflectivity are medians; areas and 
brigh tness temperatures are means. 
Parameter C" C' b C2a 
2A23 convective (%) 100.0 100.0 99.5 
2A23 tratiform (%) 0.0 0.0 0.5 
2A23 other (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2A23 bright band (%) 0.0 0.2 0.5 
17-dBZ echo top (0C) 3 - 6 - 16 
Surface reflectivity (dBZ) 30 32 37 
Feature area (km2 ) 37 65 133 
Feature area, weighted (km2 ) 223 555 1056 
85-G Hz PCT (K) 280.0 270.3 256.3 
37-GHz PCT (K) 283.0 279.0 273 .8 
37- 85 (GHz) depres ion (IWP; K) 3.0 8.7 17.4 
In thunderstorm complex (%) 7.4 16.5 30.9 
Thunderstorm < 5 km (%) 0.2 0.5 1.3 
Thunderstorm < 10 km (%) 0.7 1.7 4.6 
Thunderstorm < 15 km (%) 1.5 3.6 8.3 
Flash < 5 km (%) 0.3 0.9 2.7 
Flash < 10 km (%) 1.1 2.7 6.9 
Flash < 15 km (%) 1.9 4.7 106 
files contribute a dominant portion of warm-season 
rainfall section (Fig. 5a; sections 3b and 6 below). 
b. Profile families 
As di scussed in section 2g, the 25 primary profile 
types are hierarchically clustered , using their 47-
parameter radar centro ids and the add itional radar, 
PM, and lightning parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2 
as descriptors (all values are standardized prior to 
analy is) . The results (using agglomerative clustering, a 
C2b C3" C3'2 C3b C4, CSb 
94.9 9 .0 94.8 84.1 99.0 89.9 
5.1 2.0 5.2 15.9 1.0 9.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
2.4 1.8 2.8 5.3 1.0 3.6 
-27.5 - 37.5 - 50 -60 - 55 -60 
38 43 40 38 49 42 
231 332 360 417 446 481 
1132 1017 844 756 953 766 
238.1 219.6 200.0 180.7 177.9 156.4 
269.7 264.4 261.1 256.6 244.3 245.0 
31.5 44.8 61.1 75.9 66.3 88.6 
52.3 72.3 72.6 75.5 96.7 84.9 
4.1 10.8 11.1 11.7 24.0 15.9 
12.9 30.6 32.7 35.2 62.1 45.0 
21.4 45.9 50.3 54.9 83.3 66.9 
8.8 25 .6 28.2 33.5 67.8 48.9 
20.0 46.9 51.2 56.2 89.1 69.9 
26.9 55.1 59.4 64.4 92.8 76.7 
E uclidean distance metric, and comp le te linkage 
scheme) are shown in Fig. 6 as an "enhanced" dendro-
gram. Branch cuts on the dendrogram occurring at 
larger height va lues correspond to greater separation 
of the agglomerated clusters in the input parameter 
pace (thUS, the grea tes t multidimensional separa-
tion occurs be tween the "deep convective" branch 
and the "everything e lse" branch , while the most 
similar components are the S2 and S2 individual 
profiles) . Obviously the res ult" of the ~nalysis de-
pend upon the elected set of descriptors, although that 
TABLE 2. Characteri tics of the st rati fo rm (S) and mixed (M) fa mily profile clusters. 
Parameter S" Si b S2" S2'2 S2b S3, S3b ' S3b2 M, M2 
2A23 convective (%) 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0 10.6 8.4 4.3 34.6 35.5 
2A23 stratiform (%) 99.7 99.9 99.3 100.0 100.0 88.0 91.2 95.7 65.0 64.5 
2A23 other (%) 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.0 
2A23 bright band (%) 0.5 36.0 67.4 64.6 75.4 19.5 29.4 60.6 13.8 32.8 
17-dBZ echo top (0C) 8 - 1 - 8 - 14 - 18 - 10 - 16 - 27.5 -30 - 35 
Surface refl ect ivity (dBZ) 23 23 25 28 34 21 23 29 27 34 
Feature area (km 2) 14 32 157 77 293 476 286 403 415 399 
Feature area, weighted (km 2) 259 990 1603 1634 2100 1041 1180 1520 824 1404 
85-GHz PCT (K) 280.6 270.1 256.7 262.2 245 .2 233.0 248.1 236.9 211.1 222.3 
37-GHz PCT (K) 282.7 277.4 273.0 274.0 268.1 271.0 272.7 269.0 266.7 266.4 
37- 85-GHz depression (IWP) (K) 2.0 7.3 16.2 11 .8 22.9 38.0 24.6 32.1 55 .5 44.1 
In thunderstorm complex (%) 3.7 9.5 21.8 15.8 30.2 67.0 42.1 54.8 62.0 61.2 
Thunderstorm < 5 km (%) 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 1.8 0.7 1.0 4.2 3.1 
Thunderstorm < 10 km (%) 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.9 7.7 3.2 4.1 16.2 11.0 
Thunderstorm < 15 km (%) 0.4 0.7 1.7 0.8 2.0 17.8 7.3 8.9 32.2 20.9 
Fla h < 5 km (%) 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.5 5.5 1.8 2.6 13.5 8.0 
Flash < 10 km (%) 0.2 0.5 1.3 0.6 1.6 17.0 5.9 7.9 32.2 20.3 
Flash < 15 km (%) 0.5 1.0 2.5 1.3 2.9 28.8 10.8 13.4 44.2 29.1 
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et is fa irly comprehensive and includes some nonlocal 
information such as the containing-feature area. 
The enhanced dendrogram encodes two additional 
pieces of information. The width of each branch or sub-
branch corresponds linearly to the total rainfall contri-
bution from profiles within that branch. The color of 
each branch corresponds to the frequency of occur-
rence of profiles within that branch (varying on a cool-
to-warm color rainbow color scale) . Thus, for example, 
within the midlevel branch , C2 and S3/M3 profiles occur 
with comparable frequency, but Cz's contribute signifi-
cantly more rainfall to the total. For emphasis (as it will 
be used repeatedly), the color table used to code profi le 
types is included at left and in the profile labels. 
After the deep convective-everything else split, the 
A 3 and A 2• anvil types are broken off, cons isten t with 
their somewhat anomalous structure. T he next major 
split is then "warm" (C1 and Sl) versus midlevel (C2, S3, 
M 3 , and S2)' Within the warm category, C1 and C1 pair a • 
closely together (which i why C1• was named as it was , 
rather than being included in a midlevel family, despite 
having echo tops colder than O°C; a similar ra tionale 
holds for S1.). Within the midlevel category, midlevel 
convective C2 is more similar to the MCS stratiform S3 
and mixed M3 fa milies than to the S2 garden variety 
stratiform with bright band fami ly. Similarly, S3 and M3 
pair together in their own fami ly. The precise ordering 
of profile types and substructure of branches within the 
S3/M3 family is the only dendrogram fea ture that varied 
when different distance metrics or linkage schemes 
were tested, suggesting some ambiguity in their inter-
pretation. Fortunately, net rainfall contributions fro m 
these profiles are small, although S3 and M3 profile 
., . 
do occur with some frequency. 
As an example of the importance of this objective, 
hierarchical clustering approach, our initial inclination 
(prior to this analysis) was to include the C3 profile 
with the midlevel profiles , as its echo tops ocu~ur near 
the top of the mixed-phase region (-30°C to - 50°C). 
H owever, within the PRlTMIILIS data space consid-
ered, this profil e type clearly has far more in common 
with other deep convective profil es than it does with 
midlevel convective profiles. This distinction is impor-
tant, as C3 contribute the most rainfall of the deep 
convective Qlprofiles, and misclassifying it as midlevel 
would nontriviaJly skew the "warm/mid level/deep" 
rainfall decompositions to be presented below. 
The hierarchica l clustering is performed on the mea n 
or median radar, passive microwave, a nd lightning 
characteristics of profi le types. It is al 0 instructive to 
view the identified profile types and hierarchically clus-
tered families within the original data space. F igure 7a 
renders the profile type distribution within the first 
three principal components of the (un weighted) 47-
parameter PR profile training dataset. In thi plot, the 
profiles' color table entrie [red/green/blue (RGB) val-
ues] are "blended" at each principle component (PC) 
pair weighted by their freq uency of occurrence at th at 
pair. Each profile type cluster is well bounded in either 
the PCl, 2 or PCl , 3 pairs. Additionally, profile fami lies 
are proximate in way consistent with the hierarchical 
clustering (i.e. , similar-shaded Ct , C2, C3, C4 , Sl, S2, S3' 
M 3 , and A regions are adjacent). 
While physical interpretation of prin ci pal compo-
nents is imprecise, it appear that PCl loosely corre-
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relative contribution to total rainfall from profiles in each branch , while branch color denotes relative 
frequency of profiles in each branch in the overa ll sample. The color table used to render profile types 
is shown at left and in the profile labels. A most-to-I east significant bit byte coding for profile types is 
included at far left for reference. 
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sponds to a "depthlrainfali/intensity" mode of variabi l-
ity, PC2 100sely to a midlevel mode (C lb, C2, St b' and S 2 
exhibit positive PC2 va lues; warmer and colder profiles 
are negative in PC2), and PC3 loosely to a "convective/ 
stratiform " eparation. Among the warmer profile, 
PC3 is req uired to distinguish between C I and S] (the 
famili es occupy the same domain in the PCI, PC2 de-
composition), consistent with the occurrence of their 
branch cut at a relatively low height value on the hier-
archical d u tering dendrogram and the known difficu l-
ties in separating warm stratiform and convective pro-
fi le in the TRMM data et (Schumacher and Houze 
2003a,b). 
The actual frequency distribution of radar observa-
PC3 
FIG. 7. (a) The PR tra ining data, projected onto its first three PCs and shaded based On the columns' assigned profile cluster. Each 
point on the grid is haded with a blend of the profile colo r tab le en tries for profiles occurring at that locus, with colors weighted by 
the frequency of occurrence of each profile type. (b) Same PC projection, with logarithm of observation frequency contoured (i rre-
spective of profile type). 
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tions within the (unweighted) input data space is shown 
in Fig. 7b (note that the logarithm of frequency is con-
toured). To a certain extent, thi visualiza tion corrobo-
rates our a priori conceptuali zation of the data space 
presented in section 2a, that is, a weakly modal series of 
increa ingly deep/intense profiles with rapidly declining 
frequency and parallel convective/stratifor m branches. 
T he frequency distribution al 0 corroborates some of 
the key profile separations in the cluster analysis. In 
particular, the separa tion of C3 and C4 profile is justi-
fied by the "kink" in the distribution in the PCI, 3 pane l 
and in the long tail in the PC2, 3 panel. While difficult 
to discern given the color scheme and angular proj ec-
tion, warm C1 fa mily and S1 fa mily profiles compri e 
single modes in the PCI, 2 space, but in the PCI, 3 and 
PCZ, 3 paces weak, separate modes exist for Cla versus 
C l b and S 1. versus SIb. There is also little evidence (par-
ticularly in the PCI, PC3 panel) that a different choice 
of primary cluster analysis design or algorithm (using 
these inpu t parameter ) would yield a ignificantly 
"better" profile separation ; the types appear meaning-
fu lly separated in physicalJ y interpretable ways. We re-
calJ the original premise that subjecti vity in the clas i-
fication scheme design is tolerable so long as the results 
are useful. Further evidence of tile utility of the scheme 
is presented next. 
4. Example storm complexes 
Six examples of PR column classification are shown 
in Fig. S. The scenes include fo ur insets: the profile 
clas ification, shaded using the color table from Fig. 6 
(left insets); the 17-dBZ echo top temperature (center 
left); the near-surface reflectivity (center right); and an 
RGB rendering of 37-GHz PCT (red) , S5-37-GHz PCT 
depres ion, which loosely corresponds to total ice water 
path (blue) and total lightning optica l pulse coun t 
(green) (right). In the R GB panels, warm rain appears 
as red areas , cold rain as magenta, and weak rain with 
cold tops (o r anvil) as blue, while lightning "whitens" 
regions by adding in green. Approximately 13 000 uch 
scenes have been rendered and examined, centered on 
the largest TRMM IZ99 precipita tion fea ture in each 
orbit; the scenes shown in thi s figure and the next were 
selected to represent " interesting" fea ture . 
Overall , the classifica tion results show good agree-
ment and consistency with traditional radar metrics and 
strong coherence within scenes. Crudely, the classifica-
tion can be considered an "echo tops plus" product; 
greater coherence is demonstrated with radar echo tops 
than with urface reflectivity. This, of course, i by de-
sign , as the cluster analysis was des igned with verti ca l 
structure separation as a primary goa l. T he fact that a 
range of surface reflectivity values occurs in the plots 
for individual profile types (as already shown in Figs. 
2-4) i not problematic; rather, a hypothe tica l applica-
tion of the class ification scheme could be to improve 
radar-ba ed rainfall estimation by partitioning observa-
tions [i.e. , constructing refl ectivity-rain fa ll (Z- R ) rela-
tionships] based on vertica l structure, in wh ich case a 
range of surface reflectivity for each profile type would 
be required. 
In Figs. Sa,b, the context of M3
b 
family profiles (light 
green in the classification in ets) relative to parent con-
vection is illustrated; these surround acti ve convective 
cores and smoothly transition to deep stratifor m S3
b 
(green) and midlevel tratiform S2 (cyan). Anvi l A se-
ries profiles surround th e cores and correspond to 
" blue r" regions in th e R GB passive mi crowave/ 
lightning insets. 
F igure Sc illustrates a con tinu ous gradation of 
profile types. Scattered warm convective profi les occur 
in advance of an organized convective line, which 
itse lf smooth ly transitions from warm to midleve l to 
deep convective profi les. Be hind the co nvective 
line, an S3 to S3 to A tran iti on occur on the right 
b2 b,J, 
fl ank; on the rear flank , an M3 /S3 /S2 /S2 /S] grada tion 
bb2 b(lb 
occurs. 
Figure Sd illustrate a case where weak lightning oc-
curs in the trailing stra tiform region composed of M3 
and S3 profiles, but not in the regions dominated by S2 
profiles (despite the fact that these latter exbibit greater 
surface reflectivity). A number of other scenes were 
ob erved in which S3 or even scattered C2 occurrence in 
trailing tratiform regions corresponds to low flash rate 
lightning occurrence. In the RGB plots, the light green/ 
light blue hading is characteristic of these cases (mOd-
est rain , infreq uent lightning, and orn e ice) , uggesting 
a TMI + LIS signature for deep trailing stratiform re-
gions. 
Figure Se illustra tes a convecti ve line comprised of 
smaller, more iso lated convective ce ll s. The column 
classification here seems to reveal the cellular structure 
more comprehensively than either the echo tops or sur-
face reflectivity fields alone. Weak embedded convec-
tion is also sugges ted in the core of the trailing strati-
for m region . 
In Fig. Sf, the organized convection has detrained a 
significant anvil shield. In the echo tops inset, the anvil 
is shown to exhibit the coldest echo tops (color table 
"sa turation" at black). Apparently, this anvil extends 
well ahead of the convective cluster at reflectivities 
nea r or below the radar threshold: in the shallow line 
ahead of the complex, half the line "incorrectl y" exhib-
15 J ULY 2005 BOCCIPPIO ET AL. 
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FIG. 8. Sample scenes of large precipitat ion features. In each scene, the insets correspond to (le ft) pro fil e type 
classifica tion, using the color scheme shown above; (le ft cente r) 17-dBZ rada r echo to p tempera ture; (right cente r) 
nea r-surface refl ectivity; and (right) passive microwavefl ightning ROB composite, with the red channel mapping 
37-GHz PCT, the blue channe l mapping the 37-85-0Hz PCT diffe rence (loosely, LWP), and the green channe l 
mapping lightning optical pulse frequency. Fea tures discu ed in the tex t are highl ighted by enclosing circles. 
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FLo. 9. Additional sample cenes (profi le classi fication only). 
its fa irly cold echo tops. Intere tingly, the classification 
scheme nonetheless correctly identifi es these profiles as 
warm convective and stra ti form rain. 
F igure 9 shows 16 additiona l large precipitation fea-
ture scenes (profil e cl assifica tio ns o nly) including 
five cases with a warm or midlevel convective line 
embedded in la rge tratifo rm regions, fo ur cases of 
di orga ni zed or weakly o rga nized deep co nvective 
outbrea k , three add itional deep convective line cases, 
and fo ur cases of tropical cyclonic feat ures with deep 
convection occurring on one side of the eyewall. Aga in , 
the coherence of profi le cia ification in these scenes, 
and its visual con istency with known patterns of con-
vective mesoscale organi zation, is presented as purely 
ubjective " validation" of the usefulness of the tech-
nique. 
5. Geographic distributions 
a. Conditional frequency and rainfall spectra 
The rain-conditional freq uencies of occurrence of 
se lected profile types and fa mili es, on an a nnualized 
ba i , are shown in Fig. 10. The first three panels 
how a warm (Cl + Sl)/midlevel (C2 + S2 + S3 + 
M3)/deep (C3 + C4) decompo ition, corre ponding to a 
vert ica l cut at a height of about 11 on the dendrogram 
in Fig. 6 (ignoring the A types and "overriding" the 
epara tion of C4 in to its own category a t this level) . 
• b 
The remaining panels show a decomposition corre-
sponding to a vertical cut at height be tween 4 and 6 on 
the dendrogram. 
The wann- midlevel-deep decomposition shows the 
known dominance of warm profile over oceans and 
Percent Frequency 
0.5 
F IG. 10. Annualized rain-conditional frequencies o f selected warm-season profile types and fa mil ies. 
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the ir re lative depletion in the conditional spectra over 
continent (most severe a t midla titude and over Af-
rica). T his deple tion is les over the Amazo n, India, 
outheast Asia, and the Mari time Continent, which ap-
pea r " intermedia te" between continenta l and ocea n 
freque ncies . The separation into C 1 and S 1 warm fami-
li e how th at the warm depletion over Africa occur 
for both convective and tratiform type , whi le fo r th 
Amazon , Indi a, and the Maritime Continent, it occur 
on ly fo r stratiform types, and over southea t Asia, it i 
barely evident (indeed , outhea t A ia seem unique 
among continental region by having nea r-oceanic re la-
tive freq uencies of S 1 profile). T he S 1 profile a lso 
domina te the ocean ic warm profile spectrum . Notab le 
in all three panels is the " intrusion" of ocea nic warm 
profi le freq uencie in to ea te rn coasta l areas of South 
merica and Africa. A I 0 notable is the sharp contrast 
in warm ra in freq uencies between the R ed Sea and 
adjo ining land areas . 
The warm rain continental depletion is balanced pri-
marily by increa es in midlevel profile freq uency (and 
to a lesse r extent, d ep profile freq uency). The land! 
ocean dist inction is sharpest for C2 , S3' and M3 profil e 
fa milies. Again , the Amazo n, Indi a, outheast Asia, and 
the Ma ritime Continent appear intermediate b tween 
land and ocea n spectra. T he S3 and M3 fa milies-which 
we have previously termed MC deep stratiform-
comprise relat ive ly high portions of the profile spectra 
in midlatitude and in the sub-Saharan Africa region , 
consistent with in terp reting them as characteristic of 
MCS . 
The re lative frequency of deep convective profiles is 
e levated, a expected , over trop ica l continent , con i -
tent with global lightning and convection studie (Or-
ville and H enderson 1986; Boccippio e t al. 2000, Nesb itt 
e t a l. 2000; Toracinta and Zipse r 2001; Petersen and 
Rutledge 2001; Clu·istian et a l. 2003) and particularl y in 
the ame midla titude and Afri ca n MCS regions. T his i 
also expected a the frequencies are rain conditional; in 
the e region , profile occurrence i less frequent (more 
"suppre sed," or lower duty cycle) but more explosive 
(grea ter relative frequency of deep convective type ). 
Deep convective profi les over the Amazon are rela-
tive ly deple ted , consi tent with some interpreta ti ons of 
the region as a "green ocean" (Pete rsen and Rutledge 
2001; Williams e t a l. 2002). 
F igure 11 hows the sa me profile type/fa mily decom-
pos iti o n, but with re la tive contributi o n to ra infa ll 
(rathe r than re lat ive fr quency of occurrence) co n-
to ured. Among the warm profi les, the re lative contri-
bution to ra infa ll i more " ba lanced" be tween Cl and S 1 
types than their rela ti ve freq uenci . Over oceans, the 
extremely high frequency of S 1 profiles offsets the ir 
very low rain rate and make these profil es " compe ti -
tive" with the C[ types. Over Africa and in midla ti -
tude, SI profiles contribute negli gibly to total ra infa ll. 
Intere tingly, over the Amazon , SI profi les contribute 
as much ra infa ll as the deepest convective types (C3 ,or 
C3b and C4 combined). A imilar ituation exists ~ver 
India for SI and C3b + C4 profiles . This is li ke ly due to 
enhanced SI occurrence during these regions ' mon-
oo na l easons (D ece mbe r-Febr uary and Jun e-
A ugust, re pectively). 
Outside of cold ocean gyre regions, rainfa ll contribu -
tio n is do min ated by midlevel profi les. Indeed, the 
midleve l profile contribut ion ex hibits remarkably little 
variab il ity between land and ocean (notable given the 
significant land/ocean diffe rences in relative freq uency 
of occurre nce). The contributions a re aga in balanced 
be tween convective (C2) and tra tiform (S2) types, with 
ve ry li tt le contribution fro m MCS stratiform S3 and M3 
types (while comparable in re lative frequency to C2 
profiles, their lower ra in rates igni fica ntl y diminish 
the ir ne t ra in contribution). 
A expected, deep convective profiles contribute sig-
nificantl y more to net ra in fa ll over continent than over 
oceans, with the greate t relative contrib ution occur-
ring in mid latitudes and ove r the Congo a nd sub-
aharan Africa. H owever, a decompo ition of the deep 
spectrum is instructive. The " MCS region" deep con-
vective dominance is least pronounced in the garden 
va riety C3 and deep tropical C4b types, and mo t pro-
nounced in the wet growth C4" type. T he freque ncy and 
rainfa ll maps of S3, M3, and C4a a ll upport the inte r-
pretation of these families as preferentia lly occurring in 
MCSs, and in a "di sproportionate" contribution to ra in-
fa ll frequency and amo un t in th se regions by meso-
cale system . An intere ting contrast is observed in 
A fri ca north of the equa to r: just north of the MCS 
region latitudes , exte nding into the more arid sub-
Saharan and Sah aran regio ns, C2 profil es contribute a 
large portion of the net raillfall. Thi repre ents a tran-
ition from organized ystem to more isolated, mid-
level convective outbreak in the more arid regions. 
b. Unconditional frequency spectra 
T he conditiona l spectra discus ed above mask signifi-
ca nt regional variations in ab o lute (unconditio nal) 
rai nfa ll occurrence. T he unconditional profile va ri abil -
ity i ill ustrated by decompo ing the (a nnualized) local 
spectra into a series of three-pa ramete r descripto rs, and 
renderi ng these in three-channel ROB compo ites. The 
election of profile fa milie fo r the e decompositions is 
aga in determined by ve rtica l "cuts" o n the dendrogram 
in F ig. 6. 
Four R OB composite are shown in Fig. 12. In each 
Percent Rainfall 
FIG. 11. A nnualized rain-conditi onal percent rain fall contribution [rom selected profil e types and famil ies. Panel sequence is the same as in Fig. 10. 
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FIG. 12. Three-parameter ROB decompositions of the unconditional (a) overall , (b) warm, (c) midlevel, and (d) 
deep profile spectra. ROB mappings are (a) C, + S /C2 + S2 + S3 + Mi C3 + C4 (warm/midlevel/deep) , (b) 
C,,/Cl/)Slm (c) C2/S3 + M3/S2 , and (d) C3/C4,/C4b . Each chan nel i normalized to its own minimum/maximum 
range, rather than the range of all channels in each plot, to enhance contrast. 
pane l, each channe l maps the unconditiona l frequency 
of occurrence of a set of profile types or fa milies. Since 
these spa n very different dynamic range, each channe l 
in each map is normalized to its own n'linimum and 
maximum freq uency of occurrence (otherwise the maps 
would be dominated by single colors). T hus, for ex-
ample, in the e maps, regions with a " blue dominance" 
do not necessaril y have more blue profiles than red 
profiles; the blue freq ue ncy is simply greater in these 
region than e lsewhere in the maps. The maps are not 
intended to convey quantitative information ; rather, 
they are intended to illustrate impl e, three-param eter 
descriptions of clim atological "convective regime" 
(unique colors in the maps correspond to different re-
gime ). 
Figure 12a shows the ba ic warm/midleveUdeep (red/ 
green/blue) profile fa mil y decompos itio n. T he map 
show much of the sa me variability evident in the rain-
condi tional maps. It also revea ls very intere ti ng warm 
rain enhancements in a number of narrow, offshore 
coasta l bands, including off the west coasts of South 
America , Madagascar, and to a Ie ser extent, Australia , 
and off the east coasts of India, outheast Asia, and 
Indonesia. Figure 12b decomposes th e warm portion of 
the profile spectrum into C1 (red), C 1 (green), and SI a b  
(b lue) types (Sib is neglected a three para meter are 
visua l overload enough !). T he offshore/coasta l en -
hancements are apparentl y dominated by warm con-
vective Cia profile. The green dominance over Africa 
illustrates the " promotion" of Cia profi le there to C l b 
type and absence of SI profile. The continuou gra-
da tion westward fro m the south east Pacific cold ocean 
gyre illustrates an evo lu tion fro m exclusively hallow 
stra tocumulus profiles to include increa ingly deepe r 
warm convective types as the South Pacific conver-
gence zone (SPCZ) is approached . T he warm spectrum 
in the centraUea tern Pacific intertropical convergence 
zone (ITCZ) conta ins discernibly fewer C l b profile 
than , for example, the west and east Pacific warm pool 
and the Atlanti c ITCZ. The warm pectrum over the 
_I 
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FIG. 13. Annualjzed total (intracJoud and cloud to ground) lightruJlg flash rate den ity (EI km- 2 yr- I), derived from 
5 yr (1995- 2000) of Optical Tran ient Detector and 5 yr ('1998-2002) of TRMM Lightning Imager Sensor data. 
Maritime Continent is very similar over both island and 
ocean regions, and di stinct from the Indian Ocea n to 
the west and the Pacific warm pool to the east (Lndeed, 
the interisland ocean regio ns there have a nea rly 
unique oceanic warm pectrum , more comparable to 
the Amazon basin than to other ocea nic regions). A 
final feature of interest is the upstream/downstrea m dif-
ference in warm profi le composition aro und the Hawai-
ian i land chain , demonstrating a clear shift fro m trati-
form to convective profile types. 
Figure 12c decompose the midleve l pectrum in to 
C2 (red), S3/M3 (green), and S2 (blue) fa milie . The 
primary features of interest here are the (blue) en-
hancement of S2 profi le over midlatitude ocea ns and 
the MCS stra tiform (green) enhancements discussed 
previously in midlatitude continents and ub-Sa haran 
Africa. The Pacific 'ITCZ is a l 0 ignificantly " nar-
rower" at midlevel . Both features are al 0 evident in 
the deep convective spectrum decompo ition in Fig. 
12d into C3 (red), C4" (green) , and C4b (blue). T he en-
hancement of wet growth C4 profiles in midlatitude is 
particularly striking (the ab;ence of blue in these re-
gion is due to the fac t tha t C4b profiles ca n only occur 
with tropical-depth tropopa u e ) . Figure 12d under-
scores the fact that the deep convective spectrum itself 
is neither monolithi c nor described completely by cloud 
depth (recall that C3 , C3 , and C4 profi les are of com-a2 b a 
para ble de pth). 
There is close correspondence between the patial 
variability of midlevel and deep convective profile fre-
quency in these map and annuali zed global lightning 
production, a observed by the Optical Transient De-
tector (Boccippio et at. 2000) and TRMM Lightning 
Imaging Sensor. F igure 13 shows total lightning produc-
tion , computed fo llowing the methodo logy of Chri stian 
e t a1. (2003) but a lso including five yea rs of cross-
ca librated TRMM LIS data. The agreement extends to 
very local scales, including features in the Congo ba in, 
Madagascar, Colom bia, Papua ew Guinea, Borneo, 
and the Central American west coast. While not sur-
prising, the spatial agreement is in stark contrast to 
many other remotely observed convective properties, 
such as outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) or ne t ra in-
fa ll. 
6. Frequency of occurrence; contributions to 
rainfall and lightning 
The releva nce of each profile type in terms of total 
freq uency of occurrence, contribution to total rain fa ll , 
and total lightning production (a sociating each flas h's 
radiance-weighted centroid with the nearest PR pro-
fi le) i hown in the first three colul11J1s of Table 3. o te 
that these are percentages on ly of those PR columns 
c1as ified by this study, that is, tho e that were not re-
jected as being cold eason, noise, or isolated from a 
1Z99 precipitation feat ure . Convecti ve profile occur 
18% of the time but are associated with 58% of rainfall 
and 77 % of li ghtning; stratiform and mixed profiles oc-
cur 80% of the time and are a sociated with 42% of 
rainfa ll and 20% of lightning. 
T he domin ant ra in fa IJ -prod ucing prof il e is C2 
(17.7 %), fo llowed by the similar-depth tratiform S2" 
fam ily and S2
b 
profil e (14.7%, 13.3%), then by the next 
warmer and next colder convective profiles, C tb and C2b 
(11.9% and 9.7%). Taken together, midlevel profiles 
contribute 55 % (C2 + S2) to 59% (C2 + S 2 + S 3 + M3) 
of all rainfa ll and are most proximate to 23%-35% of 
a ll lightning. Warm profiles contribute 29% of a ll rai n-
fa ll , while deep convecti ve profil es contribute only 12% 
(with half of thi coming £rom the shallowest C3 pro-
fi le and two-thirds from the C3" fa mily; Figs, 2, 6)";' their 
low overa ll frequency of occurrence is not uffi ciently 
offset by higher rainfall rates to ca u e them to domi-
nate. This is consi tent with a regional study of the 
Tropica l Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-
Atmo phere R esponse Experiment (TOGA COARE) 
west Pacific warm pool by D eMott and Rutl edge 
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T ABLE 3. Summary of profi le major type freq uency, rain fa ll contribution, and lightning contribution. 
Profil e p 
% Frequency 
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% Rain 
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C3 
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2 
S2, 
S2. 
S3 
S3 
S3: 
M3 
M 3(/ 
M3h 
A 
11 
18.1 
11.3 
5.3 
6.0 
5.5 
3.8 
1.7 
1.1 
0.9 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
80.3 
41.9 
22.1 
19.8 
33.3 
26.3 
7.0 
4.2 
0.3 
3.9 
0.9 
0.2 
0.7 
1.6 
58.2 
18.7 
6.8 
1l.9 
27.4 
17.7 
9.7 
9.4 
8.5 
0.9 
2.7 
1.9 
0.8 
41.9 
10.0 
5.0 
5.0 
2 .0 
14.7 
13.3 
2.3 
0.0 
2.3 
1.6 
0.2 
1.4 
<0.1 
r 
(1998a) , who found midlevel profile dominant con-
tributors to tota l rainfall. 
T he midl evel profile dominance in rainfall contribu-
tion must be reconciled with prior findings that large 
and often deep mesosca le ystem contribute a dispro-
portionately la rge amou nt of rainfall (Mohr et al. 1999; 
e bitt e t a l. 2000; Toracinta e l al. 2002) . Figure 5b 
show that the median area of precipitation features 
con taining C2 profiles is fa irly small , corre ponding to 
13- 17-km diameter storms (assuming circular features) . 
H owever, the median weigh.ted area of precipitation 
features (counting feature a reas the number of times 
each profil e type occurs within them) peaks fo r 
midlevel profiles , confirming that when large features 
occur, midleveI profiles make up a large po rtion of the ir 
tota l a rea. Mid level profile importance to total rainfa ll 
thus stems fro m both a larg number of " iso lated" con-
vecti ve cell an.d a much smaller number of large fea-
tures, in which many of the midlevel profiles only exist 
wilhin (a nd because of) larger- cale convective organi-
za tion and deep convective e lements. The present re-
ult simply confirm that urfa ce rain rate be low the 
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10.9 
30.4 
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7 .3 
28.0 
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deepest, highest reflectivity profil e with.in these la rge 
systems are not the dominant contributors. R egardJe 
o f the parent storm structure of C2 and 5 2 profiles, thjs 
information may be important, a it guides empha is in 
improvement of active and pa ive microwave remote 
ensing correction algo rithms and physica l retrievals 
away from high-reflect ivity, deep convective e lement 
and toward the middle of the pectrum , where even 
convective/ tra tifor m sepa ration can be ch a ll enging 
(section 7). Thi guidance of empha i a l 0 applies to 
fi e ld campaign/ground validation tudie , where th re 
is a natura l tendency to focus on the deepest, most 
inten e convective features . 
The relevance of warm rain processes can also be 
ul11m arized: 19% of ra infa ll come from convecti ve 
warm rain profil es Cb and 36% of ra infa ll comes from 
C 1 + C2" (profile types that a rguably do no t contain 
significant contribution to rainfa ll from mixed-phase 
growth); 5% (51) to 10% (51) of ra in comes from stra ti -
form warm profiles, with the understanding that ome 
ha llow convective warm rai n may be cIa ified as 
stra ti fo rm given TRMM PR limitations (Schumacher 
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and Houze 2003a; Schumacher and Houze 2003b), 
wllich could affect not only 2A23 convective/stratifo rm 
classifiers but a lso thi s cluster analysis. Hence 24%-
46 % of a ll rain comes from profiles without indica tion 
(lower bound) , or with questionable indication (up per 
bound) of co ncurre n t or pri or preci pi ta tio n-s ized 
mixed-ph a e growth. Conversely, 54%-76% of a ll rain 
i associated with glaciated column type . All decom-
positions reported here are obviously subject to signifi-
ca nt regional variability within the TRMM domain 
(Fig. 11) and aga in , reflect only warm-season rainfall 
(section 2d). 
The fin al three co lumns of Table 3 provide further 
insight into the process physics associated with each 
profile type p. The variab les np, rp, and Ip denote the 
total number of pixels, amo unt of ra infa ll , and number 
of lightn ing flashes associated with each profile type, 
and n, r, and l the respective tota ls within the warm-
season dataset; N = npln, R = rplr, L = lpll thus rep-
re en t the relative frequency, fract ion of total rainfall , 
and fraction of total lighting associated with each type, 
and RIN , LIN, and LlR thus vary as the mean rain rate 
of each profile type, mean number of flashes associa ted 
with each profile type, and number of flashes per unit 
rainfa ll associated with each profil e type (each scaled 
by an invariant global constant). The val ue of RIN con-
firms the importance of moderate rain-rate profiles to 
total rainfall, given the apportionment of R shown in 
the second column. 
Here L IN demonstrates that midl evel convective 
profi les with comparatively low fla sh ra tes make up a 
disproportionate percentage of global lightning produc-
tion (the C3: C2 ratio of lightning contributio n L is 1.7:1 , 
while the ratio of flas h rates LIN is 8.5:1); th is is con-
istent with results by Boccippio e t al. (2000) demon-
strating that the f1a h rate spectrum is heavi ly domi-
nated by low flash rate torm cell and that regional 
variability in total lightning production is dominated by 
storm cell occurrence rather tha n vari ability in instan-
taneous flash rates . T hi inference may have releva nce 
to parameterization of lightning prod uction in regiona l 
or global chemistry mode ls for purposes of NOx es ti-
mat io n, e levati ng the impor tance of reso lvi ng the 
threshold proce by which a storm cell becomes e lec-
trified and produces lightn ing, versus reso lving the de-
pendency of instantaneous flash ra te o n sto rm ce ll ki-
nematic and microphysical state. 
The value of LlR implies two conclusions: 1) light-
ning is most re levant fo r rainfa ll es timation for deep 
convective profile (ignoring M and A profiles, which 
contribute li tt le to the global total), and 2) the profile-
level "rain yield per flash" - RIL depends on vertical 
structure. This latter observation has relevance to re-
sults by Peter en and Rutl edge (1998) , who fo und that 
daily li ghtning rain yield relationships varied with con-
vective regime. The current results help explain that 
finding: the convective regime of Petersen and Rut-
ledge (1998) exhibit different profile spectra (using the 
current classifica tion) , and their large-sca le rain yields 
thus reflect a regime-dependent weighted average of 
the profile-level, instantaneous rain yields presented 
here. 
7. M.icrowave and lightning properties 
As described in section 2b, concurrent passive micro-
wave and lightning data are paired to each radar col-
UlTIll; these can thus be binned by the 25 archetypa l 
profile types. For the lightning statistics, search dis-
tances of 5, 10, and 15 km from each column were 
examined. Addit ionally, the percentage of time in 
which a precipitation feat ure containing each col umn 
type has lightning anywhere within its bound is com-
puted (i.e. , likelihood that a co lumn type occurs in a 
thunderstorm complex). 
Tables 1 and 2 have shown , fo r each profile type, the 
mean TMI 85- and 37-GHz PCTs (Toraci nta et al. 
2002) and the mean 37-85-GHz PCT depression [a 
metric loosely related to total Ice Water Path (IWP; 
Vivekanandan et a l. 1991)J within the profile. Note 
that beca use of resolution differences , particul a rly at 
37 GHz, these means may contain a signal fro m signifi-
cant sub-TMI- pixel variab ility in the actua l column 
types. 
The complete distribution of profile types within the 
37- 85-GH z PCT pace is rendered in Fig. 14. The same 
"frequency-weighted color blending" approach i used 
as in F ig. 7; at each PCT pair, the profiles ' color tab le 
R GB va lues are composited with a weighting given by 
each profile 's freq uency of occurrence at that pair. In 
contrast to the radar principal component decomposi-
tion in Fig. 7, the profile distributions in Figs. 14a,d are 
significantly "muddier," revea ling the (known; Grecu 
and Anagnostou 2001) fact that the 37- 85-GHz PCT 
space does not map uniquely to vertical structure. The 
ambigui ty is worst for warm and midlevel profiles, 
wh e re far more com mo n stratiform type profi les 
" mask" less common convective profiles in the overall 
di tr ibu tion. The C and S profiles are separated in Figs. 
14b,c,e,f (i. e. , positing the existence of a " perfect" CIS 
separa ti on a lgor ithm operat ing on high fr eq uency 
brightness temperatures). 
Within these plots, the suspected wet growth deep 
convective profile C4" (darkest red) exhibits an unusu-
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FIG. 14. (a)- (f) Profile type dist ri bution with in the (85 GHz, 37 GHz) PCT space, over (a)-(c) ocean and (d)-(f) land. Colors 
denote a frequency-weighted blending of profile co lor table entries a in Fig. 7. 
a ll y wa rm 85-GHz mean PCT. This may refl ect the 
emission effects of high supercooled liquid water co n-
tents a loft (Vivekanandan e t a l. 1991; To racinta e t a l. 
2002). 
O verl a id on the panels in F ig. 14 (da hes-dot ) is 
the 250-K 85-GHz PCT thershold u ed by, for example, 
Mo hr and Zipser (1996) and esbitt et al. (2000) as 
an ice- ca ttering ignature and th e 190-K 85-GHz 
thre hold u ed by To racinta and Zipser (2001) as a 
trong ice-scattering threshold. A I 0 overla id (dots) are 
85- (160 K) and 37-GHz (253 K) thre holds for the 
upp r 1 % of the cumul a ti ve di stributi o n fun cti o n 
(CDF) of minimum P CT in precipitati on feat ures, 
fou nd by Cecil e t al. (2005) ("CAT-2" in the ir study). 
The 190-K 85-GHz strong ice- ca tte ring thre hold ap-
pear reasonable; the mo t common convecti ve profil es 
colder than this thre ho ld are C3 and C4 (orange and 
red), while the most common stratifo rm types are 53 
and M3 (green and olive green). The 250-K ice scatter-
ing thresho ld is Ie s we ll defin ed; ignificant excursions 
of C l b (which is " bare ly cold " and does not exhibit 
stro ng ev idence of mi xed phase growth) below thi s 
th re ho ld occur, a well as some excursion of th e 
deeper C2a above it. 
T he mean PCT pair for each profil e type are plo tted 
in F ig. 15a. T he severe ambiguity be tween midlevel 
convecti ve and stra tifo rm types (e.g., C l b and 5 t b, C2,. 
and 52 , C2 and 53 , C3 and M3 ) is illustra ted . T hese (/2 " b2 til b 
exhibit nea rl y identi ca l mean PCT pairs. T hi ambiguity 
can be qui te im portant; within the (C2b, 53b ) pair, the 
convective profil e contribu te 7 times mo're rainfa ll 
than the tra ti fo rm profil e, but the tra tiform profi le 
occu r twice as often. The severity of the problem is 
underscored by the overa ll dominance in tropica l ra in-
fa ll by mid level profil e contri buti ons (Fig . 6, 11; Ta-
ble 3).5 
Th e diff icu Ity e nco un te re d in in fe rri ng ve rti ca l 
structure fro m high-frequency PCT ob e rva tions a lone 
[e.g. , th e MLR or P GSCAT ve rti ca ll y integrated hy-
dro me teo r a lgo rithm s of G recu a nd A nag no to u 
(2001)] is problematic; as an ex treme exa mple, the 
ove rl and implementation of the TRMM 2A12 ra in-
fa ll product re li es sole ly on 5-G Hz brightness tem-
pe ra ture. Pas ive microwave ra in fa ll re tri eva l using 
5 A l oin Fig. 15a, many of the sha llow and midlevel convective 
profiles exhibit 37-GHz mean PCT warmer than similar-depth 
trati fo rm profi les, perhaps reflecting subpixel variability issue 
with convect ive profi les. This may represent disagreement with 
studies that fi nd a greater increase in 37-GHz brightness tempera-
tures than at 85 GHz associated with melting layers (Olson el al. 
200 Ia) . 
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FIG. 15. High-frequency passive microwave and lightning characteri sti cs of the profile clus-
ters. (a) M ean 37- and 85-GHz PCT (bubble size denotes profile frequency in the entire 
da ta et), illustrat ing ignifi ca nt convective/strati fo rm ambiguity for important midlevel pro-
fi les. (b) Probability that a profile of each type has an US-observed lightning fl ash centroid 
within 15 km and probability th at a profile of each type occur anywhere in a thunderstorm 
complex (lZ99 precipitation fea ture containing lightning) . Bubble ize denotes IWP, proxied 
by the 37-8S-GHz PCT difference. 
blended physical/s ta tistica l re tri eval (Kummerow e t a l. 
2001) could plausibly be significantly improved by a 
priori estimation of the hydrometeor profile vertica l 
structure iLself. Passive microwave-based profi le type 
cia ifica ti o n co uld be u ed as " bra nch points" in 
rainfa ll retrie al algorithm to constrain the space of 
ph ysica ll y p lausibl e ca tte rin g/e miss io n pa ths. Th e 
re ults shown in F ig. 14 show tha t at minimum, con-
vecti ve/ tra tiform separa tio n, perhaps using horizon-
Lal tex ture or po lari za ti on informatio n (Hong e t a l. 
1999; Olson e t a l. 2001b), mu t be performed. For op-
timal prediction of vertica l structure in absence of radar 
o bserva tions, inclusion o f low-frequency pass ive micro-
wave, lighLning, or other ancillary observations (Miller 
and E mery 1997; D el Genio and Kovari 2002) as inputs 
Lo a multi va ri a te model would like ly be required . 
As an illustration of the potenti al for lightning ob-
serva tions Lo a i t in co nvective/strat ifo rm separation 
or profil e typing, Tables 1 and 2 show, for each profile 
type, the like lihood that a column of tha t type occurs in 
a thunder tonn complex, and the probability tha t a 
lightning area (thunderstorm ce ll cente r) o r fl ash radi-
ance-we ighted centro id fa lls within 5, 10, or 15 km of 
the co lumn . T he parti cipation-in-a-thunderstorm com-
plex and flas h-within-15-km metrics are plotted and 
joined in F ig. 15b, with mean peT depression (loosely, 
ice water path) shown by re la ti ve symbol size. otable 
in th ese p lo ts a re th e separa ti on of "a mb iguous" 
midlevel convective/s trat ifo rm clu te l' pa ir in the ir 
lightning pro babili ties. T his i a demonstra tion of how 
lightning in formation might ta tistica ll y (and expect-
edly) he lp remove convective/stratiform ambiguity in 
pa sive microwave observa tions.6 
8. Conclusions 
This study demon tra tes tba t vertical structure info r-
mation in rad ar reflecti vity profil es is suff icientl y 
un ique to organize tbe profiles into phys ica lly distinct 
clusters. Evidence that this organization is meaningful 
a nd use fu l i provided by the cluste rs' coherence in 
actual storm sce nes, di tinct pa sive microwave and 
lightning characteristic , phys ically intuitive (and some-
times loca ll y very high contrast) geographic distribu-
tions, and significant va riabi lity in the ir frequency of 
occurrence and fractio nal ra infa ll contribution. The 
clusters can be aggrega ted into more genera l familie of 
profil es using joint pass ive microwave and lightning ob-
e rva tion , a well as radar characteristics not o riginall y 
u ed as profile descriptors (e.g., the mean a rea of con -
ta ining storm ) . A meaningful , reduced multiparameter 
description of loca l convective spectra can thus be con-
structed from the conditional and unconditio nal fre-
quency of occurrence of the e fa milies; the hierarchical 
6 We posit a nonl inear, mul t ipa rameter- in pul classi ficat ion 
model such as neural network wi thi n which the presence or ab-
sence of lightning does not provide determinis tic clas ification , 
but simply helps to "nudge" the deci ion surface between classes 
in the right direction. Figure I5b implies that lightni ng inputs 
hould beneFit such a model, although the quantitati ve kill gains 
could only be verif ied through full model training and validation. 
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cluste ring dendrogram indicates leve ls of deco mposi-
tion (family specificity) supported by the actual da ta. 
Such convective spectrum descriptions retain vertical 
slruclure informalion in way that traditio nal sca lar ra-
dar metrics do not. 
Analysis of the rela ti ve rain fa ll contributions from 
profi le fa milies confirms that 55 %-59 % of all warm-
season rainfa Ll within the TRMM orbit bounds is asso-
cia ted with midlevel profi les . These are often associ-
ated with large systems that contain deep convecti ve 
elemen ts , a lthough those deep convective co lumn s 
themselves are not primary rainfall contribu to rs. G la-
ciated co lumn types contribute 54%-76% of a ll ra infa ll 
(the lower num ber includes onl y profil es with evidence 
o f concurrent or prior mixed-ph ase growth; the latter 
includes all profil es with echo tops colder than O°C). 
Convective warm ra in contribute 19%-36%. Convec-
tive-type profile make up 18% of the sample, contrib-
ute 58% of rainJall, and ar e most prox imate to 77 % of 
a ll li ghtning flas h cente rs. Stratiform and mixed profil es 
make up 80% of the sample, contribute 42% of ra infall , 
and are most proximate to 20% of li ghtning (the latte r 
domina ted by MCS tratiform and mixed stratiform/ 
convecti ve profile ). 
Several profile types are identified in wh ich the same 
pas ive microwave 85-/37-GHz PCT pa ir corresponds 
to significantly differe nt radar vertica l tructure and 
surface refl ectivity; the worst ambiguity occurs for 
midlevel profi les highl y important to warm-season rain-
fa ll within the TRMM domain. Supplementary li ght-
ning observa tions provide a t lea t one means to help 
resolve thi s nonuniqueness problem. Use of the profile 
typing results can provide a useful tool to sub et PM 
ob erva tion and examine whether, and how, supple-
men tary observa ti ons such as brigh tness tem perature 
grad ients or variance, pola rized brightness tempera-
tures or lower frequency ob erva tions can furth er re-
so lve the non unique ness problem. 
This classificat ion cheme can be used to study sea-
onal variab ili ty in loca l convective pectra , as we ll as 
forci nglresponse behavior re lative to the loca l environ-
ment. It can a lso be used to identify convective ly "simi-
lar" loca tions and as one component of an objective 
convecti ve regime de fin ition. From the standpoint of 
ground valida tion, profi le classification may provide a 
useful tool for analysis of sy tematic biases and errors 
in re tri eval a lgori thms [e.g., binning cross-a lgorithm re-
trieva l discre pa ncie by profile types deri ved from 
ground va lidation (GY) data (L'Ecuyer e t a l. 2004)]. A s 
a data reduction technique, it may have appli cation in 
other convecti ve problems of interest (e.g. , predicting 
lightn ing occurrence ba ed on radar-only obse rva-
tions). From a data assimilation standpoint, a vertica l-
structure-based convective spectrum description pro-
vides an objective target for ensemble CRM runs and 
pre cription of a sociated latent hea ting profi les. Fi-
nally, jo in t pas ive microwave and lightning observa-
tion could potentially be u ed to predict a "virtua l" 
radar refl ectivity structure in instances where vo lumet-
ric radar data are not ava il ab le. Such a prediction could 
be u eful in physically based re tri eva l of ra in fa ll ra tes 
from pas ive microwave observations themselve . 
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